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Abstract In order to navigate efficiently, animals can benefit from internal representations of their moment-tomoment orientation. Head-direction (HD) cells are neurons that discharge maximally when the head of a rat is oriented in a specific (“preferred”) direction in the horizontal plane, independently from position or ongoing behavior. This directional selectivity depends on environmental and inertial cues. However, the mechanisms by which these cues are integrated remain unknown. This study examines the relative influence of visual, inertial and substratal cues on the preferred directions of HD cells when cue conflicts are produced in the presence of the rats. Twenty-nine anterior dorsal thalamic (ATN) and 19 postsubicular (PoS) HD cells were recorded from 7 rats performing a foraging task in a cylinder (76 cm in diameter, 60 cm high) with a white card attached to its inner wall. Changes in preferred directions were measured after the wall or the floor of the cylinder was rotated separately or together in the same direction by 45°, 90° or 180°, either clockwise or counterclockwise. Linear regression analyses showed that the preferred directions of the HD cells in both structures shifted by ≈90% of the angle of rotation of the wall, whether rotated alone or together with the floor (r2>0.87, P0.5). This provides evidence that there was no significant difference between the results from ATN and PoS recordings in this experiment. In summary, the preferred directions of the HD cells in both structures shifted in register with wall rotations, but by angles about 10% smaller. To test whether shifts in preferred directions were significantly smaller than wall rotation angles, the difference between complete (100%) and observed shifts in preferred directions was examined as a function of wall rotation angles. Linear regression analyses showed that the shifts in preferred directions are significantly different from wall rotation angles (ATN: r2=0.32, P0.1 for intercept offset; PoS: r2=0.56, P0.1 for intercept offset). To investigate the time course of the shifts in preferred directions after wall rotations, tuning curves were made for six 15-s periods after the rotation ended. Since this reduced the data samples for each interval, record-



ings where the rat oriented its head a minimum of 100 ms in each 6° bin were selected (Fig. 5). Each tuning curve was treated as a histogram, and the preferred direction during each interval was computed as the mean of the histogram. Figure 5 shows that the preferred directions of the HD cells shifted to their new orientation as rapidly as 15–30 s after wall rotation and showed no apparent tendency for drift afterward. In order to determine whether the degree of familiarity of the animals with the experiment affected the influence of the wall cues, the normalized shift in preferred directions (shift divided by wall rotation angle) was plotted against session number (Fig. 6). The absence of an obvious trend indicates that the control exerted by the wall cues did not depend on the previous experience of the rats with the wall rotations. Discussion The cues on the wall (the most salient of which was the cue card) exert a strong influence on the preferred directions of the HD cells in both structures. Furthermore,



203 Fig. 6A,B Averaged preferred direction shifts after wall rotations in measurements from successive recording sessions. For each rat, normalized shifts in preferred directions (shifts divided by wall rotation angles) are plotted against session number. Sessions where no cells were isolated are counted. Data have been excluded for rats having only one recording session for a given structure (A ATN cells, B PoS cells)



Fig. 7 The complete data set for shifts in preferred directions of all cells recorded after rotations of the wall and floor (A ATN cells, B PoS cells)



since the preferred directions tend to follow the cue card despite the lack of coherent inertial cues (under normal circumstances when the rat moves about, rotations of the visual cues are produced by self-rotations in the opposite direction), the results show that the visual cues dominate over the inertial cues under these conditions – our pilot experiments indicate that the olfactory cues on the wall exert no reliable effect on the preferred directions (Zugaro, Fouquier, Tabuchi, unpublished observations). However, the preferred directions rotate significantly less than the cue card: this trend to underrotation indicates that the cue card does not exert complete control upon the HD system.



Experiment 2: rotation of the wall and floor Manipulation In this experiment, we recorded the HD cells for 5 min, then rotated the wall and floor of the cylinder together, and recorded for 5 more min (angles of rotation included –180°, –90°, –45°, +45°, +90° and +180°).



Results For this experiment, 28 ATN and 13 PoS HD cells were recorded in the 7 rats (in a total of 18 and 8 recording sessions, respectively). The main characteristics of the tuning curves of these cells are displayed in the middle two rows of Table 1. The shifts in preferred directions (∆θ) were plotted against the angles of rotation of the wall and floor (∆αboth) (Fig. 7). All angles were measured relative to the fixed reference frame of the experimental room. Similar to experiment 1, there was a linear relation between shifts in preferred directions and angles of rotation of the wall and floor. Linear regression analyses yielded: ∆θ=0.95∆αboth +2.47° (r2=0.99) for ATN cells, and ∆θ=0.91∆αboth +1.85° (r2=0.99) for PoS cells. In both cases, the regression slope was highly significant (P0.1). When replacing data obtained for simultaneously recorded cells by their mean, linear regression analyses were similar (Fig. 8). Data points in Fig. 8 were represented differently depending on the hemisphere the cells were recorded from. This showed no obvious combined effect of sense of rotation and lateralization.



204 Fig. 8 Linear regression analysis of the effects of rotating the wall and floor of the cylinder upon the preferred directions of the HD cells (A ATN, B PoS). Each point is the average shift in the preferred directions of all cells recorded simultaneously in a given session. The data points are plotted along with the regression line (continuous line; the dashed line shows where the points would appear if the wall and floor exerted complete control upon the preferred directions). The equations of the regression lines are indicated above. Symbols indicate the hemisphere from which the cells were recorded (circles, left; squares, right)



Fig. 9A,B Time course of preferred direction shifts after rotations of both wall and floor. Tuning curves are computed during successive 15-s blocks after rotations ended (A ATN cells, B PoS cells)



Fig. 10A,B Averaged preferred direction shifts after wall and floor rotations in successive recording sessions. For each rat, normalized shifts in preferred directions (shifts divided by wall rotation angles) are plotted against session number. Sessions where no cells were isolated are counted. Data have been excluded for rats having only one recording session for a given structure (A ATN cells, B PoS cells)



As in experiment 1, to test for differences between responses to wall and floor rotations in ATN and PoS recordings, linear regression analysis was conducted on the pooled data. A t-test on the two groups of residuals showed no significant difference between the two groups (P>0.1). This provides evidence that there was no significant difference between the results from ATN and PoS recordings in this experiment.



To test whether the preferred directions shifted significantly less than the wall and floor, the difference between complete (100%) and observed shifts in preferred directions was examined as a function of wall rotation angles. Linear regression analyses showed that the shifts in preferred directions are significantly different from rotation angles of the wall and floor (ATN: r2=0.28, P0.1 for intercept offset;
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PoS: r2=0.83, P0.1 for intercept offset). Similar to experiment 1, Fig. 9 shows that the preferred directions of the HD cells shifted to their new orientation within 15 s after wall and floor rotation and showed no apparent tendency for drift afterward. Similar to experiment 1, the control exerted by the wall and floor cues did not depend on the experience of the rats (Fig. 10). In order to determine whether the effect of rotating both the wall and floor together was different from the effect of rotating the wall alone, we conducted a t-test on the residuals of a pooled regression (using the same methods as described above). This showed no significant difference between the two conditions (P>0.1 for ATN recordings, and P>0.1 for PoS recordings). Discussion The results indicate that the ensemble of cues within the cylinder exert a strong but incomplete influence on the preferred directions of both populations of HD cells. However, the shifts in preferred directions are not significantly different from those observed in the previous experiment. This suggests that the influences of wall and floor cues are not combined in a linear manner. Alternatively, floor cues may not exert any influence at all on the preferred directions of the HD cells under these experimental conditions.



Experiment 3: rotation of the floor only



Results A total of 28 ATN and 14 PoS HD cells were recorded in the 7 rats (in a total of 18 and 7 recording sessions, respectively). The main characteristics of the tuning curves of these cells are displayed in the last two rows of Table 1. The shifts in the preferred directions (∆θ) were plotted against the angles of rotation of the floor (∆αfloor). All angles were measured in the fixed reference frame of the experimental room. Similar to previous experiments, there was a linear relation between shifts in preferred directions and floor rotation angles. Linear regression analyses yielded ∆θ=0.04∆αfloor–0.02° (r2=0.16) for ATN cells, and ∆θ=–0.001∆αfloor+1.94° (r2=0.002) for PoS cells. The regression slopes were not significant (P>0.05 for ATN and P>0.5 for PoS), and neither were the intercept values (P>0.1 in both cases). The linear regression analyses for values averaged for each recording were similar (Fig. 11). Similar to previous experiments, there was no significant difference between the results from ATN and PoS recordings (t-test on the two groups of residuals obtained from a linear regression analysis on the pooled data, P>0.5). Discussion The results indicate that substratal cues (such as odors or tactile cues on the floor) alone do not exert any significant influence on the preferred direction of the HD cells under these experimental conditions.



Manipulation



General discussion In this experiment, we recorded the HD cells for 5 min, rotated the floor of the cylinder, and recorded for 5 more min (angles of rotation included –180°, –90°, –45°, +45°, +90° and +180°). Fig. 11 Absence of effect of rotating only the floor of the cylinder upon the preferred directions of the HD cells (A ATN, B PoS). Each point is the average shift in the preferred direction of all cells recorded simultaneously in a given session. The data points are plotted along with the regression line (continuous line). The equations of the regression lines are indicated above



In this study, we examined the influence of visual, inertial and substratal cues upon the HD cell system. The results show that, in this paradigm, visual cues have a



206 Table 2 Influences of the diverse cues on the preferred directions of the HD cells (measured relative to the experimental room) for the three experiments. As a reminder, the experimental (normalType of rotation



Wall Both Floor



ized) shift in preferred directions observed during the recordings is given in the last column. This indicates the relative influence of the cues



Question 1



Question 2



Does the HD change relative to the room?



Does this type of cue indicate that the HD has changed? A conflict with answer to question 1 would provoke a shift in preferred directions (indicated in parentheses)



No Yes Yes



Visual cues



Inertial cues



Substratal cues



Yes (shift) No (shift) Yes (no shift)



No (no shift) Yes (no shift) Yes (no shift)



No (no shift) No (shift) No (shift)



strong but incomplete influence upon the updating of the preferred directions of the HD cells. In particular, although the preferred directions tend to recalibrate relative to the cue card when it is rotated, the angle of rotation is smaller than that of the cue card. In the following, we suggest that underrotation is due to the influence of inertial cues. Throughout this discussion, the preferred directions are measured in the fixed reference frame of the experimental room. Resolving multisensory conflicts In order to determine the respective influences of the diverse cues in our experiments, it will be helpful to answer the following two questions in each experiment for each type of cue: (1) after the cue rotation is performed, is the head of the rat oriented in a different direction relative to the experimental room? (2) does this cue indicate to the rat that its head has rotated relative to its previous orientation? If the answers to these two questions are different, this conflict could trigger a shift in the preferred directions of the HD cells (measured relative to the experimental room). Since all of our environmental manipulations induced conflicts between the diverse types of cues, the magnitudes of shifts in preferred directions observed above indicate the relative influence of each type of cue. After rotation of only the wall of the cylinder, the head of the rat does not point to a different direction (relative to the experimental room). However, the new orientation of the cue card relative to the rat indicates that the head of the animal now points in a different direction. If the preferred directions of the HD cells depended solely on visual cues, they would shift after the rotation of the wall. On the other hand, since the rotation of the wall does not provide any inertial stimuli, the inertial cues indicate that the head of the animal has not moved. Similarly, since there is no movement of the floor relative to the rat, the substratal cues also indicate that the head has not moved. Hence, inertial and substratal cues would not tend to provoke a shift in preferred directions after rotation of the wall. This is summarized in the first row of Table 2.



Observed shift in preferred directions in ATN and PoS cells



≈90% ≈90% ≈0%



After rotation of both the wall and floor of the cylinder together, the head of the rat points in a different direction (relative to the experimental room). However, the orientation of the cue card relative to the rat does not change, and this visual input indicates that there was no displacement of the head of the animal. Similarly, since the floor is not rotated relative to the rat, the substratal cues also indicate that the head has not moved. If the preferred directions of the HD cells depended solely on visual or substratal cues, they would shift after the rotation of the wall and floor. On the other hand, the inertial cues provided by this passive rotation indicate that the head of the animal now points in a different direction, and would not tend to provoke any shift in preferred directions after the rotation of the wall and floor. This is summarized in the second row of Table 2. Finally, after rotation of only the floor of the cylinder, the head of the rat points in a different direction (relative to the experimental room). The new orientation of the cue card relative to the rat indicates that the head of the animal now points in a different direction. Similarly, the inertial stimuli provided by the passive rotation also indicate that the head of the animal now points in a different direction. If the preferred directions of the HD cells depended solely on visual or inertial cues, they would not shift after the rotation of the floor. On the other hand, since the floor is not rotated relative to the rat, the substratal cues indicate that the head of the animal points in the same direction, and would tend to provoke a shift in preferred directions after the rotation of the floor. This is summarized in the final row of Table 2. The results showed that all shifts in preferred directions occurred rapidly and were consistent across recording sessions. This indicates that under these experimental conditions where manipulations were not abrupt (cue rotations typically lasted a few seconds), the HD cell system was able to resolve cue conflicts in an efficient manner. Note that, during environmental manipulations, the rats often continue moving about, and associated sensorimotor activity also provides orienting cues. However, since there are no conflicts, the normal mechanisms called into play during active movement should make the HD system automatically compensate for these voluntary
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movements. Therefore the self-initiated movements of the rats during the experimental manipulations should not affect the shifts in preferred directions. Relation to previous studies Our results are consistent with previous studies indicating the strong influence of visual cues on HD cell preferred directions. Taube et al. (1990b) recorded HD cells in the PoS and ATN (Taube 1995; Goodridge and Taube 1995) before and after rotating a cue card by 90°. They observed a similar shift in the preferred directions of the HD cells. This was interpreted as evidence for a control of the cue card over the preferred directions of the HD cells. The mean absolute difference between the angle of rotation of the cue card and the shift in preferred direction was approximately 13° for ATN cells and 20° for PoS cells (10/15 ATN cells underrotated and 3/15 overrotated, while 10/16 PoS cells underrotated and 6/16 overrotated). This was interpreted as indicating that the cue card exerts imperfect control on the preferred directions, but alternate influences could not be tested because, in these experiments, the rat was removed from the experimental cylinder during card rotations, and was disoriented. Also, the floor paper was changed before the rat was reintroduced into the cylinder. Note that in our experiments the mean difference between the angle of rotation of the wall and the shift in preferred direction was only 8° for both structures (data for rotations of the wall by 90°), but with a significant trend for underrotations. Such an influence of inertial cues could not be tested in previous experiments where the rat was intentionally disoriented before being returned to the cylinder (Taube et al. 1990b; Taube 1995). To examine the interactions between visual and inertial cues, Knierim and colleagues (1998) recorded ATN HD cells before and after rotating the whole experimental apparatus (wall and floor). They observed a strong control of the visual cues for small rotation angles (+45°), but not for larger ones (+180°). In particular, three HD cells were tested under conditions comparable to those of our study (rotations of +45° in a familiar cylinder). The results for these cells are not consistent with those reported here: in all three cells, the preferred directions shifted more than the angle of rotation of the cylinder (range of overrotation: +3° to +15°). This may be due to differences in methods and analyses (Fisher-344 rats have poorer vision than the Long-Evans rats used here, the recordings lasted only 2–3 min, the rotations of the apparatus were almost instantaneous, the resolution of the tuning curves was 10°, each bin was averaged with the two closest bins, the preferred direction was defined as the bin with the highest firing rate, etc.), or the small sample of the latter study. Some of these differences may also explain why, contrary to our results, Knierim et al. observed that visual landmark control was delayed after large apparatus rotations (135° or 180°): the HD cells maintained their preferred directions immediately after the rotations,



then slowly drifted over the course of a minute or two until they were realigned with the cue card. In our study, the shifts in preferred directions after rotations of the visual landmarks usually occurred in less than 15 s (for large as well as small angles). The model of Zhang (1996) actually predicts that the preferred directions should “jump” to their new orientation after large rotations, whereas transitions for smaller angles should be smooth. This is not inconsistent with our results, because the time course of such “jumps” or smooth transitions is predicted by the model to be on the order of 1 s, too rapid for detection with our techniques. Blair and Sharp (1996) investigated the respective importance of dynamic visual cues and inertial cues in ATN HD cells: they applied passive rotations of the animal and visual field rotations separately or simultaneously. The visual cues consisted of a series of four vertical black and white stripes taped on the inner wall of the experimental cylinder, which ensured that the visual pattern remained the same after rotation of the wall by an angle of 90°. It must be emphasized that since the four cue cards were symmetrically placed, they did not polarize the environment like the cue cards in other studies, and they could not have served as a landmark cue. When the wall and the floor were rotated together (thus in the absence of any visual field flow), in most cases the preferred directions did not change relative to the room. Since the rat was actually rotated passively at perceptible velocities, and there was no optic flow, the stability of the preferred directions could be provoked only by inertial cues (see row 2, column 4 of Table 2). Moreover, when the wall alone was rotated by multiples of 90°, there were no shifts in the preferred directions (note that this provided no inertial stimulation, simply visual field motion – and, after the rotations, the environment appeared unchanged). This indicates that inertial cues dominate over visual motion cues, and points to the important distinction between optic field flow (not taken into account separately in our treatment above) versus visual landmark cues. This distinction explains why the results of Blair and Sharp (1996) are not inconsistent with those of Taube et al. (1990b; Taube 1995). In the present study the effect of cue rotations upon the preferred directions of the HD cells did not vary across recording sessions as the rats became more experienced with the experimental conditions. In particular, the cue card continued to exert a strong control on the preferred directions even when the rats had experienced many wall rotations (more than 20 rotations each for 3 animals). Similarly, Knierim et al. (1995) found that the visual landmark cues, provided that they were stable from session to session during training, retained their strong influence on the preferred directions of ATN HD cells even when disorientation procedures repeatedly induced conflicts between visual and inertial cues. In our study, the rats had experienced the cylinder as stable for many days or even weeks before the first experiments were conducted. It is interesting that the influence of the cue card was not altered by the fact that the rats could see it being ro-
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tated during the experiments. However, it is noteworthy that one of our rats also showed only a small shift in preferred directions after wall rotations by 180° in two recording sessions. This occurred only after the rat had been trained in the dark with asymmetrically placed olfactory cues. Although previous work suggests that the influence of visual landmark cues becomes stochastic after large rotations (Knierim et al. 1998), in our study this absence of shifts in preferred directions was not observed in the other rats. It is possible that the new experimental conditions trained the rat to use different strategies to orient itself within the cylinder, and this could have weakened the influence of visual cues observed here. Finally, shifts in the preferred directions did not appear to depend on the hemisphere from which the HD cells were recorded, even when taking into account the sense of rotation of the cues. Together with the finding that the tuning curves of the HD cells in ATN, contrary to those of the HD cells in the lateral mammillary body (LMN), are not different during ipsiversive (toward the hemisphere of the cell) versus contraversive (in the opposite direction) head turns (Blair et al. 1998), this indicates that ATN and PoS HD cells may not have hemispherically lateralized properties. Alternatively, the effects could be very weak, and would require more data to appear. In summary, under the present experimental conditions (where visual cues are salient), visual and inertial cues have unequal influences on HD signals. This is consistent with the notion that visual cues could be used to stabilize and realign directional responses continuously updated by self-motion cues (Mizumori and Williams 1993; McNaughton et al. 1993). Acknowledgements We thank Prof. A. Berthoz for support in all aspects of this work; Profs. J.S. Taube and P. Sharp for critical reading and comments on earlier versions of the manuscript; C.F. Fouquier for help with data analysis; M.-A. Thomas and N. Quenech’du for the histology; Dr. J. Droulez for advice on the statistical tests; A. Treffel, M. Ehrette and S. Ilic for the construction of the behavioral apparatus; F. Maloumian for illustrations; and D. Raballand for animal care. This work was supported by CNES, Cogniseine, and GIS.
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